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If I haven't figure out Kings by now...

	

Just me this morning; it wasn't Kevin's knee today, but I got a text from him saying he didn't get to sleep until 3am, don't try to wake

him up. Well ok, it's not like I need help finding the way, right?

So many years, so fast back in the day, and sometimes, and today was one of those times, I still thing Kings holds some secret that I

haven't yet found, something that will get me up the hill a bit faster. It's a feeling that I don't think I've ever brought up before. I'm on

the wrong side of the curve these days; at 68, there aren't going to be many surprise days (any at all?) where I look at my effort and

think wow, I've still got it! Yet that feeling, almost like a repeating dream, that there's still something left to figure out.

I'm sometimes reminded of things I miss, things that part of me thinks I could still do. Like chase after that couple in the photo, way

up ahead of me. There was a time I would play a game where I'd let someone get up ahead a bit, and race back up to them. The game

was figuring out just how much ground I could make up.

Still hoping, after my wife's situation stabilizes a bit (so far, she's doing pretty good!), to get my lungs checked out again, maybe by

a new pulmonologist who finds something the other two didn't. But the lungs limit mainly my climbing speed, but they don't stop me

from climbing, or doing longer distances. And then there's the hematocrit, which gets tested again soon. Will it ever get back into the

mid-40s again? What would that feel like?

If I'm out there alone on a Tuesday or Thursday morning, this is the sort of stuff that goes through my mind. Maybe it can all be

summed up with this question, a similar version of which is likely asked by many when they believe their prime is behind them. Am

I a has-been or a never-was? Can I make a difference?
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